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Abstract

One of the main aims of Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), an advanced stellarator, is to investigate the quasi-steady state operation
of magnetic confinement devices for nuclear fusion, for which power exhaust is an important issue. A predominant
fraction of the energy leaving from the confined plasma region will be removed by 10 so-called island divertors, which
are designed to sustain a maximum heat flux of up to 10 MW m−2. An essential prerequisite for the safe operation of a
steady-state device is automatic detection of the hot spots and other abnormal events. Simple temperature limits in
infrared (IR) thermographic images might get misguided by hotspots. To protect the divertor elements from overheating,
and to monitor power deposition onto the divertor elements, near real-time hotspot detection algorithms for the analysis
of carbon plasma facing components (PFCs) were implemented and tested at GLADIS.

One of the difficulties in the hotspot detection in a carbon-based machine is the deposition of the plasma impurities
as layers with a reduced thermal connection to the underlying bulk material. We have developed and successfully tested
a method to classify surface layers and benchmark the performance of the method with the Tore Supra IR data operating
with actively cooled carbon PFCs. The surface layers can be detected in a steady plasma discharge during the initial
rise and decay in temperature when a strike line touches the parts of the divertor or wall. It can also be detected by
modulating electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) input power. This feature allows detecting overheated areas
while reducing false positives. For the recent operational campaign, inertially cooled test divertor units (TDU) were
installed to prepare the steady-state operation with water-cooled divertor units. We were able to present automatic, near
real-time detection of hot spots and identification of surface layers on W7-X divertor. The results were compared with
a best fit estimate of the heat transmission coefficient α which is used to calculate heat flux onto the divertor in the
presence of surface layers.
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1. Introduction

W7-X is an optimized stellarator, designed for steady-
state operation of up to 30 minutes. The PFCs which are
subject to most substantial power loads are 10 divertor
units. The divertor of W7-X is subdivided into units which5

are composed of about 890 PFCs covered with about 14000
flat tiles of carbon fiber composite (CFC) NB31 [1]. These
CFC armor tiles are bonded via an Active Metal Casting
copper (AMC-Cu) interlayer to a copper chromium zirco-
nium (CuCrZr) cooling structure as seen in Figure 1. The10

Cu interlayer (so-called bi-layer) is used to reduce stresses
and strains in both the CFC area as well as the metallic
section [2].

∗Corresponding author
Email address: adnan.ali@ipp.mpg.de (the W7-X Team)

Figure 1: Graphical design of CFC tile. The gray surface on the top
is composed of CFC NB31 type bulk surface connected to CuCrZr
cooling structure with the help of Cu interlayer.
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A possible overheating of PFCs may lead to defects at
the bonding of the CFC tiles to the Active Metal Casting15

(AMC) interlayer [3]. Thus, it is required to detect such
defects in near real-time during plasma operation to reduce
the local heat if required. Such systems to prevent over-
heating of PFCs are also developed in other fusion devices,
e.g., JET [4] and ASDEX Upgrade [5].20

Each divertor module at W7-X consists of 250 mm
to 500 mm long and 50 mm to 61.5 mm wide individual
target elements. In the recent campaign of W7-X, inertially
cooled carbon-based test divertor units (TDU) are installed.
The TDU divertor shape has a similar structure as the25

water-cooled divertor for the preparation of steady-state
operations.

2. W7-X Hotspot Detection Scheme

Infrared Diagnostic at W7-X. An infrared (IR) camera
with a spectral wavelength range of 3 µm to 5 µm is mounted30

inside the prototype endoscope [6]. The optical setup of the
prototype endoscope makes it possible to cover the entire
view of the divertor in one of the module as can be seen in
Figure 2. The integration time of the IR camera is varied
from 50 µs to 200 µs depending on the expected surface35

temperature on the divertor. A control software mentioned
in [7, 8] with a dedicated acquisition workstation was used
to control the camera and acquire results from the graphics
processing unit (GPU).

Figure 2: Scene model showing lower divertor mapped to IR temper-
ature data in kelvin (K◦). The horizontal divertor range from target
module 1 to 9 (TM1-9h) and vertical divertor from 1 to 3 (TM1-3v).

Hotspots. The primary strategy of the W7-X IR imaging40

diagnostic is to detect hot spots on the carbon plasma facing
components and thermal event recognition [7, 8]. Hot spots
due to excessive power loads on the materials can reduce
the heat transfer from the bulk to the cooling channel. Also,
they can damage the upper surface of the material which45

can lead to cracks in the structure. They can also appear
because of delamination in the water-cooled tile [3, 7] and
needs to be clearly distinguished from overheating due to
surface layers to avoid false alarms. That is why they are

required to be detected in near real time to provide early50

response to the central control system of W7-X [3].

Surface Layers. In general, the composition of the local
distribution of impurity depositions like carbon, hydrogen,
oxygen, boron or iron contribute to the build-up of surface
layers. Due to weaker thermal connection to the bulk55

material, the areas where impurities are re-deposited appear
to be at a higher temperature and could be interpreted
as hot spots. In all the fusion related plasma confinement
experiments, classification and detection of IR emission
because of erosion and re-deposition during the interaction60

of plasma with the material is in-depth investigated [9].
Such investigation is necessary regarding safety diagnostics
since it can lead to uncertainties in the thermographic
monitoring and heat flux calculation which has already
been observed on W7-AS [10, 11]. The heat fluxes were65

partially overestimated up to a factor of 4 during the W7-
AS operation [11].

Numerical Method. For simulating the behavior of surface
layers, on the W7-X PFCs, FEM simulations were con-
ducted, by overlaying a un-connected layer on top of the70

bulk surface [12]. The principle behavior of temperature
evolution of PFCs with and without surface layers is shown
in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Schematic of a temperature evolution of a PFC show with
(red) and without (green) surface layers.

The apparent temperature on the area where surface
layers are present increases much faster as compared to a75

clean surface whereas during the cooling phase, the energy
is dissipated much faster in the form of radiation, which is
why the surface layers cool down much faster as compared
to a clean surface. A numerical method based on the nor-
malized derivative of the temperature profile for detecting80

surface layers is developed that is defined in equation (1)
as

norm[t,T] =
∂tT (t)

T (t)
, (1)

where T(t) is the surface temperature of a tile and ∂tT (t)
is the partial derivative of temperature during the initial
and decay phase. The norm[t, T] of a surface layer will be85
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higher during the initial rise time and lower during the
initial decay time as compared to a clean surface that is
without any deposition of layers. A user-defined threshold
on norm[t, T] is used to identify areas with surface layers
during the plasma operation. The algorithm is created90

using the CUDA library for graphics processing unit (GPU)
computation. The usage of GPU increases the performance
of the numerical method for large datasets of thermographic
images. Significant enhancement in the performance of the
method by a factor of 100 was achieved as compared to its95

initial state as mentioned in [7].

Tore Supra Limiter . For bench-marking the numerical
method to detect the areas where surface layers are present
on water-cooled PFCs, thermographic data of Tore Supra
(TS) looking at the Toroidal Pump Limiter (TPL) was100

analyzed. The TPL is made of 6 mm thick CFC tiles
assembled on CuCrZr actively cooled body (thus based
on the same technology as foreseen in the W7-X divertor
modules). The TS-IR endoscopes were equipped with two
IR cameras with spectral wavelength range of 3 µm to 5 µm.105

Three viewing lines, two for 2 sections of 35◦ of the TPL
located at the bottom of the machine and one line looking
at the heating antenna were observed [13]. The spatial
resolution on the TPL was between 7 mm to 10 mm in
the center and outer part of the image respectively. For a110

standard TS plasma discharge (2 MW injected power, 1 MA
plasma current), healthy PFC located in net erosion area
(with no surface layer) have maximum surface temperatures
of around 350 ◦C. The part of the limiter with surface layers,
located mainly at the periphery of the erosion areas, shows115

higher surface temperatures of more than 650 ◦C which can
be seen in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Surface temperature evolution of two different areas on
TPL as shown in Figure 6a. The blue curve shows the maximum
temperature on the areas where surface layers are expected. The
orange curve show the area where no surface layers are expected.

The norm[t, T] on the areas where surface layers are
expected is higher as compared to a normal surface area
which can be seen in Figure 5. In the current case, the user-120

defined threshold of norm[t, T] for the areas with surface
layers was set to a value of 7. The surface layers results
from TS data can be seen in Figure 6. The two ROIs used
to extract the temperature evolution used in Figure 4 and
Figure 5 are shown in Figure 6a.125

Figure 5: norm[t, T] for areas where the surface layers are expected
is shown in blue and normal surface in orange.

(a) Surface Temperature on the Tore Supra Limiter

(b) Surface Layers detected by the numerical method

Figure 6: Results from Tore Supra showing surface temperature on
the TPL taken from an IR camera. Figure 6b show detected surface
layers during rise (white) and (green) decay time.

The surface layer detected by the algorithm shows good
agreement with visual inspection and previous IR data
analysis [9, 14]. These observations were the first successful
application which verified that the numerical method can
be used to detect the surface layers inside a nuclear fusion130

reactor.

3. Comparison of Methods used for detecting Sur-
face Layers at W7-X.

To obtain the heat flux on the divertor targets, informa-
tion about surface temperature, spatial calibration, and the135

material properties are necessary requirements. If these pa-
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rameters are available, the heat flux can be calculated using
the heat diffusion equation using THEODOR (THermal
Energy Onto DivertOR) code[15]. Further details regard-
ing the heat flux calculation can be found in [5, 15, 16, 17].140

The most common practice for refining the heat flux cal-
culation in the presence of surface layers is by estimating
the heat transmission coefficient α in W m−2 K−1 which is
defined in equation (2) as

α =
λlayer
dlayer

, (2)

where λlayer is the heat conductivity of the layer and dlayer145

is the thickness of the layer. Further details regarding the
heat transmission coefficient α can be seen in [18]. Small
values of α reflect weakly coupled (small λlayer) or thick
(large dlayer) surface layers. As the layer thickness and heat
conductivity are unknown parameters, α is estimated itera-150

tively. Too high values of α usually result in overestimated
heat fluxes during the plasma discharge and negative heat
fluxes at the end. Since the actual heat flux during an
experiment is unknown, only the negative minimal heat
flux at the end can be used to assess the quality of the155

assumed α value. The iteration thus follows:

αi+1(s) = αi(s)b
ε(s)
i , (3)

where bi = 1 + b/
√
i reduces after each step. The free

parameter b (here set to 0.5) controls the convergence
speed and the resilience against numerical fluctuations.
How strong α is adjusted in the next iteration depends160

on ε(s) as the ratio between the minimal (negative) heat
flux at this point and absolute value of the most extreme
minima along a profile. As a stop criteria for the iterations,
it is assumed that the residual negative minima amount
to less than 1 % of the observed maximal heat flux. In the165

current state, the limit is set to 200 iterations.

|qmin−low|
max(qmax−high(s))

< 1 %. (4)

The iterative method to find α is computationally ex-
pensive [18]. This feature restricts the usage of the method
for real-time applications and is the main reason for adapt-
ing a faster method of estimation of the layers. To compare170

the results obtained from the numerical method to detect
surface layers as mentioned in equation (1), it was com-
pared with the heat transmission coefficient α obtained
from the heat flux calculation. The α values can be used
to identify areas where surface layers affect the heat flux175

calculation.
The values of α obtained from the iterative method as

mentioned in equation (3) are projected on the 2D model
as seen in Figure 7b. The darker blue areas in Figure 7b
show small values of α where surface layers are expected,180

whereas the light blue area shows normal surfaces where

(a) Projection of the heat flux mapped on the horizontal and
vertical divertor of W7-X. The maximum heat flux on the
vertical divertor is more than 1 MW/m2.

(b) Projection of heat tranmission coefficient α on the horizontal
and vertical divertor. The dark blue color shows lower values
of α which correspond to the location of surface layers. The
values of α below 5 × 105 are linked to surface layers.

(c) Projection of surface layers detected on the W7-X horizontal
and vertical divertor by the numerical method implemented
in GPU. The yellow color shows the position of surface layers
detected during the rise time. The brown color show areas
where surface layers are detected during the rise and decay
time. The green show layers detected only during the decay
time.

Figure 7: Comparison of α values from the heat flux calculation and
the surface layer results from numerical algorithm mapped to a simpli-
fied 2D model of the W7-X divertor for shot number #20171101.012.
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no deposition was estimated. The surface layer result
obtained from the numerical method in equation (1) which
is processed in GPU is projected on a simplified 2D model
of the divertor as seen in Figure 7c. The control software185

[7, 8] computes the numerical method and classifies the
surface layers based on the state when they were detected.

The results of the two numerical methods for detect-
ing the surface layers as shown in Figures 7b and 7c are
overlayed to find the matching areas. This overlaying pro-190

vides meaningful information to find the best threshold for
norm[t, T], which matches well with the regions of lower
α values. The histogram of α on the areas where the
numerical method detected surface layers can be seen in
Figure 8.195

Figure 8: Histogram showing the distribution of α values on the areas
which matches with the surface layers detected by the numerical
algorithm for shot number #20171101.012. The cutoff range for the
minimum value of α for surface layers is set as 5 × 105 .

The majority (90 % to 99 % in most cases) of α values
lies below 5 × 105, which is used as a cut-off range for
the region with surface layers. The results achieved from
the analysis prove that the numerical method can be used
alternatively to find areas that have low α values and by200

that indicates the presence of surface layers.
It is important to mention here that these results show

the comparison of areas where the surface layers are de-
tected by the numerical method which matches with the
α values in those locations and the inverse is not proven205

yet. There can be areas where the α correction method
detected surface layers and the numerical method was not
able to successfully detect them. However, this difference
is still under further analysis to find an optimal way to
resolve this issue.210

The numerical method depends on the relative back-
ground offset level (roughly 20 K above the background
noise level) which may change during the day. In some
cases, the numerical method is unable to detect surface
layers which require further analysis. This failure can be215

either due to lower heating of the divertor surface (temper-
ature values lying below the offset level), low thickness of
the surface layers or due to norm[t, T] values lower than the
criterion parameters. The lower values of norm[t, T] can
be due to rise in the background temperature during the220

day. However the influence of background temperature will
reduce significantly in the future campaigns when water
cooled PFCs will be installed.

4. Outlook and Summary

In this work, we presented the experimental perfor-225

mance of the near real-time system for detection of hotspots
and in particular the automatic identification of surface
layers, due to erosion and re-deposition of armor carbon
tiles of the W7-X divertor. The numerical method shows
promising results to detect surface layers on the carbon-230

based test divertor unit in W7-X. The results from the
numerical method computed by GPU is compared with the
α values obtained from the heat flux calculation. The nu-
merical method was successfully validated on water-cooled
PFCs using the thermal images from Tore Supra.235
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